Mini cooper tow bar

I checked Roadmaster for adapters for a Mini. There is one. Is there any difficulty in towing a
Mini standard shift? There is a link on the home page for Towing Articles. The towing guide for
doesn't list the Mini Cooper, neither can I find a reference in the or This suggests that it may not
be easily towable. The other possibility is that it just isn't considered in making up the guide. I
would say the Mini is a good candidate for a trailer rather than towing it behind the motor home.
If you can deal with a small trailer, the car will definitely fare better inside a trailer. I understand
that Steve Bennet who has californiacoachcompany. He has written about it on the POG forum.
I'm on my second one - first one was a CooperS, had it for a few years but needed to upgrade to
a Mini CooperS Clubman. We tow a Mini cooper behind our Damon Daybreak. However, our mini
is an automatic CVT transmission and therefore, we tow with a dolly, front wheels up. We tow a
mini clubman , s, 6 spd. Dale s. We just traded in our 07 Mini Cooper as Mini Cooper states it is
not towalbe with all 4 down and also states if it is that the warranty will be voided. I have a
Clubman S which I have towed on tow dolly. How much expense is there to set up vehicle, get
tow bar and brake system? We have traded in our Class A diesel pusher for a Class B, i. We will
now have to use a tow dolly, which researching all the web sites, it does not seem like a big
deal, except which one brand to choose. The dilemma we have is our Mini has a Aero Kit, which
makes the body lower to the ground. Our question is does anyone know if we will encounter the
ramps hitting the Aero Kit or any other problems. The Mini we purchased was not my choice,
but my wife loved it and who can say "NO" to the boss. You may need to raise the ends of the
ramps with a 2x4 so the lowest part of the front air dam clears it. K, I understand the front air
dam but how about the rear? It looks to me that if you get the Mini on the dolly the front end can
be as much as 8 to 10 inches up which would lower the rear end. Bumps and dips could damage
the rear farings as well. What do you think. The rear wheels are so close to the rear of the car
that I don't think anything would drag no matter how high the front was. Easy to measure the
angle of the rear wheel to rear bumper, to see what clearance will be left when on the dolly.
Chance are there is no problem. Others put a Mini on a dolly without any problem. Thank you
for the input. According to Demco, our Mini should fit on their dolly according to the
measurements I sent them. No guarantees if a dip is excessive. My question is our steering
wheel does not lock. I have read on numerous statements to tow on a dolly, you have to have a
locked steering wheel. The front tires are strapped in place and when I have towed on a dolly
before the vehicle may or may not have had a lock. Been towing our '02 CVT mini front wheels
up for three years. No issues. Using an ACME tow dolly. No locking the steering on the cooper.
Load, strap and go. Don't have an aero kit on our cooper, so can't say of you'll damage your
cooper while trying to load onto the dolly. What I do have is an 8 inch drop hitch on the back of
the MH where the tow dolly attaches to minimize mini cooper back bumper scrapes. Only
scrapes I have encountered comes from the hitch - because it sits so low - and not the back end
of the mini, thank goodness. I like the ACME because of the surge brake system an it is light s
to manuever by hand, once you arrive to your destination. It would NOT go up the ramp without
scraping badly. Also, once loaded, the ramp was to close to the aero package behind the front
wheels. One dip and it would have been toast. We do not want the trouble of a trailer, therefore
we are getting the Fiat Abarth standard shift which can be flat towed per the FMCA Toad
Edition. We are looking for the right car to flat tow behind our RV and I am in love with the Mini
Cooper S, manual transmission. I believe if it were that flimsy it woudn't hold together just
driving down the road. There are lots of them being towed. Don't sell your Mini. I have the same
setup, trailer and Mini with the areo kit. A simple fix is to take the factory ramps off. I then had
aluminium ramps made with a longer ramp that fit in between the side flange of the old ramps.
They lock in at the top of the flat part where the tire rest when loaded. The ramps are stored on
the front of the trailer inside a vinyl zip case that act as a car shield. The car tows great. Also,
when loading I do not unlock the tilt. I made blocks out of 2X6 wood, about a foot long with 1
end tapered so I could place them UNDER the factory ramp ends, drive up the tapered end onto
the factory ramps. This block of wood elevated the ramps ends high enough so the Mini drove
up and off the dolly just fine, no scrapping what so ever. One thing we liked about the dolly was
it has brakes and I didn't have to mess with installing a Brake Buddy type system each time we
take off. Never had any scraping of our Mini either against the dolly OR the pavement. We have
since towed the Mini 4 wheels down for several thousands of miles without any issues to the
car. Many auto companies like the Honda CR-V, for example have decided they do not want the
liability of placing their products in a towed position. For years the CR-V was a popular toad
choice we towed one for many years but today, they are not recommended by Honda as a 4
wheels down toad. Well I have heard a lot of things but selling off or trading my mini or my wifes
mini just because of a few trailing issues would never occur. My mini must be trailered or
dollied as it is a JCW version and so no kit to put a roadmaster hook up on it is available. My
wifes previous was a cooper and we just bought a kit but she traded up for a clubman with

steptronic automatic. There is no issue with manual transmission and towing in neutral four
wheel down. In neutral the output shaft is disconnected. And the cv joints are natural lubed in
rotation no pumped lubicant. Now a automatic is a whole nother ballpark. You must run a
external pump to tow a automatic in neutral four wheel down. Dolly issues: ramps must be
removable for clearance on area behind wheels underpan. Tilt load and longer ramps allow for
more gradual run up for air dam. As the rear tires on a mini are so far back the front can rise
quite a bit but again low profile is much better. Also there are a couple of trailer type that are
open center with just low slung channels that are very light weight and do all four wheels off
ground. But I prefer the dolly as once in a park I can roll the dolly tight up to back of coach had
a small roller wheel on tongue push it up under if coach is not air to far down. And is much
faster to dirve mini off and on for use then full trailer. But the tow bar is nicest if you mini
support. Oh I do have a brand new roadmater tow set kit for mini setting unused will not fit my
cooper work or wife clubman. You will be able to leave a comment after signing in.
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towbars and electrics for your Mini Cooper including the Mini Clubman estate which was
launched in We have towbars for the to models. Overall the Mini Clubman is a characterful and
practical car that is available with a wide range of engines to choose from and a range of trim
levels. We offer for the Mini Clubman, three different options of tow bar, you can purchase the
fixed swan neck, detachable swan neck or the detachable flange ball. The fixed flange ball tow
bar is not available for this vehicle due to the low mounted vehicle registration plate. We stock
the full range of Mini Hatch tow bars including fixed and detachable flange and swan neck
towbars. To book in, simply 'select and customise' your preferred style of towbar below. We are
experts in our field and the price you see for your Mini tow bar is the complete price that you
pay for the towbar, towing electrics and most importantly the complete installation. For an
instant quote simply add your registration and postcode in the box below, then simply book
online and one of our technicians will come to your home or work and professionally install it at
a convenient time. Job done! On Facebook? You can view a gallery of towbars fitted to Mini
cars here. Our Facebook site showcases a range of Mini Towbar fittings for all Mini models,
which we have fitted to in the past. When searching wiring types for your vehicle there are two
types of wiring options: Universal Aftermarket Wiring and Dedicated Vehicle Specific Wiring.
Universal Aftermarket Wiring is the lower cost options however it does have some
compromises as a result. The Vehicle Specific Wiring , sometimes known as 'dedicated wiring
looms' or 'plug in kits', are becoming ever more popular for towbar wiring installation. To put it
simply this is the way the job should be done. Each kit is designed specifically for the vehicle
that it is fitted to, and rather than soldering or using 'Scotch Locks' to connect the towbar
wiring, which is the case with universal aftermarket wiring, these kits interface with the vehicle
systems in the same way as the vehicle manufacturer intended. Towbar Express are the UK's
largest mobile towbar fitting service, with over 20 years in business , we can offer unrivalled
technical support and back-up with your towbar installation. We directly employ, train and
monitor all of our own tow bar installers, therefore we can offer the very best service that you
expect. We will never simply contract out the installation of your towbar to a 3rd party company,
or self-employed tow bar fitter. Our fitters are based across the country and will come directly to
you for your convenience. All calls come directly to our office, where we have an experience
team to help and advise you in all aspects of your towing requirements. In addition to towbars,
we also stock a full range of towbar mounted cycle carriers, and towing accessories such as
Bumper Guards, Pin and Ball and Towbar Mounted Steps. All Rights Reserved. Company
registration number VAT registration number GB Unauthorised use will result in legal action.
Your Car Registration. Post Code. Make Please Select. Model Please Select. Vehicle Year Please

Select. Fully Guaranteed. Secure Online Payments. Professional Fitters. Trustpilot Reviews.
Expert Online Advice. We are Mini Towbar Specialists Find the perfect towbar for your Mini We
stock a full range of towbars and electrics for your Mini Cooper including the Mini Clubman
estate which was launched in View Range. How to get your towbar fitted National mobile towbar
fitting. Mini Towbars To find the towbar fitting price for your Mini, simply select your model
below. Some of our recent Mini fittings Find the perfect towbar for your Mini We are experts in
our field and the price you see for your Mini tow bar is the complete price that you pay for the
towbar, towing electrics and most importantly the complete installation. Our gallery of Mini
installations shows the wide range of recent installations. Browse our range of Volkswagen
towbars and towing electrics for your car. Find My Towbar. Search by vehicle registration Your
Car Registration. Top quality towbars for Mini vehicles Which towbar electrics do I need?
Towbar Wiring Types? Why choose Towbar Express for your Mini tow bar installation? What
our customers say Independently verified reviews by TrustPilot. Read More Reviews. We offer
an unrivalled "Superb Service". Mobile Towbar Fitting Find your towbar. We're an authorised
retailer for. Website by Limely. Disclosure: Please note this post may contain affiliate links. This
means â€” at no additional cost to you â€” we earn a commission if you make a purchase using
our links. We only link to products and companies we use and recommend. The income goes
toward supporting the free content on this site and community. You could say we resonated
with that! We got very specific on our criteria for our ideal TOAD â€” right down to the year and
options â€” and searched high and low until we found one, and even flew to Las Vegas from
Denver to pick it up and drive back. We specifically chose the Acme as it had a low load height
and had surge brakes. We replaced both sets of dolly tires twice â€” when we first hit the road
in June and again after about 20K miles. We also added a tow lock to keep it secure. And while
the process may vary slightly depending on your vehicle and the tow dolly you use, we filmed
this video showing you how we load our MINI onto our tow dolly , will give you a good general
idea. Sign up for our email newsletter with the latest RV park reviews, news and updates. We
just ordered your book! We are starting our venture next year. We love the idea of towing a MINI.
We are John and Jayne Gillespy. Thank you. We know you will love our book in planning for
your future travels. Great that we were able to provide some insight on towing a Mini. Super fun
cars. Why did I sell it? Wanted a newer, easy to maintain 4 door, so I found a really clean Ford
Focus SE, sunroof 5 speed, that only weighs lbs. Now we can carry another couple or our two
rapidly growing grandchildren! Hi Ken! Sounds like you did really well on it too, although your
Ford Focus is probably a better, more practical fit for your changing needs â€” the extra doors
and space are easier to transport passengers. Really like the look of the Focus too â€” Julie
always comments on them when we see them, nice styling! Not Normal. But Perfect for Us!
Criteria for Our Tow Vehicle. On the PRACTICAL side, we wanted: Back seat for our dog Coda
Vehicle with high fuel economy to help offset and balance out the low gas mileage 7mpg that we
get driving our motorhome Less expensive car that we could pay cash for Cheaper, used
vehicle that we could drag around the country behind our RV without worrying about it getting
dinged up by rocks and exposure to the elements. On the FUN side, we also wanted: a
convertible so we could feel the wind in our hair, take in the sights and breathe in the smells of
every place we traveled, to really immerse ourselves in the driving experience heated seats so
we could maximize our top-down time, even in cold weather a bright, fun color â€” HOT
ORANGE â€” that would scream FUN and make people smileâ€¦which the MINI does often! What
do we tow the MINI with? A MINI is not for everyone! One well traveled MINI. A little car that is
big on personality. It's time to kiss the MINI goodbye. We would love to hear from you. Drop us
a note in the comments section below. Your question might be answered by sellers,
manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in
the form of a question. Please enter a question. Choosing Blue Ox is like having a baseplate
custom-made for your vehicle. Blue Ox baseplates are easy on your suspension and even
easier on the eye. They have been designed with hidden reinforcement. Blue Ox does not offer a
one-size-fits-all support system, but rather a system that is shock absorbing and integrated into
the individual bumper frame or unibody with the bumper design of your vehicle. Blue Ox's
philosophy is to let the baseplate torsion, or flex, similar to receiver hitches allowing the
baseplate to absorb the forces of towing rather than rigidly transferring the forces to the frame
of the vehicle. Skip to main content. You can return the item for any reason in new and unused
condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to
your orders and start the return Select the return method Ship it! Fastest delivery: Friday, Feb
26 Order within 13 hrs and 9 mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your
transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security
system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from Amazon. If this
is a gift, consider shipping to a different address. Ships from. Sold by. Add a gift receipt for

easy returns. Brand: Blue Ox. This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart
Add all three to List. Ships from and sold by Amazon. FREE Shipping. Customers who viewed
this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Featured
items you may like. Compare with similar items. Register a free business account. Have a
question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later.
Product information Technical Details. Click here to make a request to customer service. Would
you like to tell us about a lower price? Customers who bought this item also bought. Cummins
Onan Oil Filter. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated?
Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the
item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent
Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right
now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. A little info My car is a hardtop. So I called Blue
Ox directly and a tech rep told me the would fit my car. Taking the parts off grill, fascia was
mostly easy. You will need an offset torx wrench to remove the two torx screws that hold the
side of the fascia. Fortunately, I had a set of torx bits that did the job. The instructions said
remove the 2 temp sensors, but my car only has one. This could be due to the applying to
different models and years and some cars must have 2. The baseplate itself fits well. Two clips
that hold a hose were in holes in the frame that I used as 'starter holes'. After installation, I
simply used duct tape to cover the holes and the clips went into the tape. I had to 'wrap' the
safety cables rather tightly on the ends around the front bumper to get them attached and out of
the way. Now for putting it back together. I had to cut the lower grill work extensively to get it to
fit. Also, lining the 2 torx screws up to the plastic subframe underneath the radiator was
difficult. Very difficult to line up. Requires someone pushing hard on the front and someone
looking for the hole. I did it with my car on the ground, so I had to hold a mirror to see. After
getting the fascia, lights and wheel wells all re-attached, there's a slight gap above where the
two tow 'pins' get inserted. It's not bad, but a car nut might not like the slightly larger space.
Overall, I'm happy that our Mini is tow-ready. Before we had decided what to get for a 'toad', we
met a couple that had a convertible Mini during our first trip with our used rv, and that sold us
on the car to get. I doubt there are many others that will need to attempt this, but maybe this
review helps someone with the install Super well constructed. So Sturdy, definitely trust it to
hold the Mini Cooper. Not too difficult, but not an easy job to install. Installed on new mini
cooper and drove back and forth from Florida, no Issues. Only thing to beware is if the mating
tow bar is not level with this, it can bind at an angle, making it difficult to release. Remember,
you can not backup with this kind of hookup, so make sure of your turns. One person found this
helpful. This fit my Mini Cooper S Clubman. It takes major trimming on the back of the bumper
cover though. Great base plate for the Mini. A couple holes didn't fit exactly but with a little
know how you can make it work. Love the hiddent style this one gives. We used a Blue Ox base
plate matched up with a Roadmaster tow bar. Works perfectly, just buy the adapter. This does
not fit a Mini Cooper hardtop not S as we discovered too late. The mechanic tried to install it
and it does not fit. Great product and excellent fit and finish. About a 5 hour installation with
stop light wiring. Would do it all over again which says a lot. Missing saftey cables. See all
reviews. Pages with related products.
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